
Study Guide 

This is not an exhaustive list of everything that might be on the exam.  You are responsible for chapters 1 through 7 of 

the textbook and the lectures. 

1. Chapter 1 – Introduction to Statistics 

a. Populations vs. samples (definitions) 

b. Variable (definition) 

c. Data (definition) 

d. Parameters vs. statistics (definitions; identify based on type of letter (Greek vs. Latin / English)) 

e. Descriptive vs. inferential statistics (definitions; purpose of each) 

f. Sampling error (definition) 

g. Methods 

i. Correlational method (definition) 

ii. Experimental method (definition) 

1. Independent variable (definition; identify from description of study) 

2. Dependent variable (definition; identify from description of study) 

3. Control condition (definition; identify from description of study) 

4. Experimental / treatment condition (definition; identify from description of study) 

h. Discrete vs. continuous variables (definitions; identify) 

i. Real / true limits (definition) 

i. Levels of measurement (properties of; identify from description of variable) 

i. Nominal 

ii. Ordinal 

iii. Interval  

iv. Ratio 

j. Σ, ΣX, ΣX2, (ΣX)2, ΣX∙Y 

 

2. Chapter 2 – Frequency Distributions 

a. Frequency distribution (definition; construct) 

b. Grouped frequency distribution (definition; construct) 

c. Histogram (definition; construct; when to use) 

d. Polygon (definition; construct; when to use) 

e. Shapes of distributions 

i. Symmetrical vs. skewed (+ and -) (definitions; identify) 

f. Cumulative frequency distribution (definition; construct) 

g. Percentile rank (definition; calculate) 

h. Stem and leaf plot (definition; construct; what does it tell us?) 

 

3. Chapter 3 – Central Tendency 

a. Central tendency (definition) 

b. Mean μ, M, X (definitions – there are four; calculate; when to use; how adding, subtracting, multiplying, 

dividing each score by a constant affects the mean) 

c. Median (definition; calculate; when to use) 

d. Mode (definition; calculate; when to use) 

e. Relation between mean, median and mode in normal and skewed distributions 

 



4. Chapter 4 -- Variability 

a. Variability (definition; identify which distribution is most / least variable) 

b. Range (definition; calculate; when to use) 

c. Interquartile range (definition; calculate; when to use) 

d. Variance of population (σ2) (definition; calculate; when to use) 

e. Variance of sample (s2) (definition; calculate; when to use; why is it different from σ2) 

f. Standard deviations of population (σ) and sample (s) (definition; calculate; why use it instead of 

variance) 

g. Sum of Squares (SS) (definition) 

h. Degrees of freedom (df) (definition) 

i. How transformations of scale (adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing each score by a constant) affects 

standard deviation 

 

5. SPSS 

a. How to interpret the output of the Frequencies command 

 

6. Chapter 5 – z-scores 

a. z-scores (definition; what they are used for; calculate; interpretation; properties; why the distribution of 

z scores has μ = 0 and σ = 1) 

i. Sign 

ii. Magnitude 

b. Raw scores from a z-score (calculate) 

 

7. Chapter 6 – Probability 

a. Probability (definition) 

b. Discrete (counting) vs. continuous (area) probabilities 

i. Probability of a precise event in a continuous distribution – why it makes no sense 

c. Probability and the normal distribution 

i. z-score transformation 

ii. Using a table of areas under the unit normal distribution 

1. Probability from a z score (above; below; between) 

2. z score from a probability 

d. Binomial distribution and the normal approximation (definition; calculate; when to use) 

 

8. Chapter 7 --  Probability and Samples: The Distribution of Sample Means 

a. Sampling error (definition) 

b. Point estimates (definition) 

c. Distribution of sample means (definition) 

d. Sampling distribution (definition) 

e. Central limit theorem (definition; application (shape, mean, standard deviation)) 

f. Standard error of the mean (definition; calculate; factors that influence it; what it tells us) 

g. Probabilities and the distribution of sample means (how to calculate) 


